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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Consistent track record of success leading software sales teams to outperform aggressive goals 
and quotas. Strong ability to attract, coach, mentor and retain top talent with no turnover. 
Comprehensive knowledge of the Federal DOD, Intel, Civilian, and Systems Integrator markets. 
Strong skills in closing, planning, forecasting, sales process, motivation, teamwork, training and 
mentoring.

SKILLS

Training, Team work, Motivational Skills, Developing.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Corporate Sales Associate
ABC Corporation  August 1997 – May 1998 
 Understood all aspects of business operations including finance.
 Developed, organised and managed sales calls, meetings and presentations.
 Created, managed and executed all client sales efforts including writing proposals, 

presentations, collateral materials and record keeping.
 Managed all aspects of the companys internal selling (corporate communications) and 

external selling (marketing) programs.
 Built relationships with key partners to support business growth.
 Negotiated contracts with existing customers.
 Developed new business opportunities by identifying needs in other verticals or geographic 

regions where there is a large existing customer base for the companys products or services.

Corporate Sales Associate
Delta Corporation  1993 – 1997 
 Developing and maintaining strong relationships with key internal stakeholders, including 

management and senior leadership.
 Setting up sales calls that build business and generate revenue through the use of 

prospecting strategies, multi-channel marketing strategies, or in conjunction with channel 
partners.

 Evaluating prospects based on their needs and presenting them with corporate information 
and product pricing to help them make a buying decision.

 Communicating effectively through phone calls, email, SMS, or other forms of communication 
to ensure that prospects are properly educated on the product and services offered by the 
Corporation before they decide whether they should purchase from the Corporation or not.

 Outstanding interpersonal, analysis, project management, communication, and relationship 
building skills conducive to driving consensus.

 Ability to work well in a cross-functional environment and optimally partner with all functions 
across the entire company.

 Effective change manager, attention to detail, problem solver, enthusiastic, assertive, and 
willing to be hands on.

EDUCATION

MBA
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